
Subject: I found aimbot and a little screenshot of it!!!!!!!!!!!
Posted by SS217 on Sat, 29 Mar 2003 21:18:23 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

If you had bothered to go to the server you would've seen that you aren't banned. I took a look at
the site and everything a while ago and decided against it, I know I'm very harsh with banning, not
as much as I used to be, I just want the server clean of everything that poses a threat to it. For all I
known you could've been lying this whole time and went to my server  had some site that let you
download aimbots with trojans in them, and to be perfectly honest I get one too many newbs and
n00bs in my server that would go to that link, and I don't want that. I wouldn't be so harsh if I got a
ecent crowd that I could trust so I don't have to spend a few hours a day keeping n00bs off my
servers with scripts and general kicking, I only have 3-4 moderators to help me, they do a great
job, but moderating isn't their job that they get paid for. What I'm trying to say is the safety of my
server and the players is what I really care about. And every kick ban I make is in their bst
interest. Hell, I even had a corrupt moderator that kicked for the dumbest reasons like ping of 300.
So yeah, I have to be careful. Though I don't really 100% forgive you for making that site. But it
was the past, and that's all it will be, and I have to realize that.

EDIT: Though we all know there are aimbots snipe, gear your site more to the statement every bot
I was ever given either sucked or didn't work so don't bother, or just even delete that page.
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